Edward Tilton, President of Silent Sounds, Inc., says this about S-quad in a letter
dated December 13, 1996: "All schematics, however, have been classified by the
US Government and we are not allowed to reveal the exact details... ... we make
tapes and CDs for the German Government, even the former Soviet Union
countries! All with the permission of the US State Department, of course... The
system was used throughout Operation Desert Storm (Iraq) quite successfully."

top-secret project Bonfire (1989)
damage the nervous system, alter moods, trigger psychological changes and even
kill (William J. Board, Judith Miller: "Defector tells of Soviet and Chinese Germ
Weapons, April 5 1999, The New York Times)

ABSTRACT: In human subjects, sensory
resonances can be excited by subliminal
atmospheric acoustic pulses that are tuned
to the resonance frequency. The 1/2 Hz
sensory resonance affects the autonomic
nervous system and may cause relaxation,
drowsiness, or sexual excitement, depending
on the precise acoustic frequency near 1/2
Hz used. The effects of the 2.5 Hz
resonance include slowing of certain cortical
processes, sleepiness, and disorientation. For
these effects to occur, the acoustic intensity
must lie in a certain deeply
subliminal range. Suitable apparatus consists
of a portable battery-powered source of
weak subaudio acoustic radiation.

#

Hemi-Sync ®

The March 23, 1991 newsbrief, "High-Tech Psychological Warfare Arrives in the
Middle East", describes a US Psychological Operations (PsyOps) tactic directed
against Iraqi troops in Kuwait during Operation Desert Storm. The manoeuvre
consisted of a system in which subliminal mind-altering technology was carried on
standard radiofrequency broadcasts. The March 26, 1991 newsbrief states that
among the standard military planning groups in the centre of US war planning
operations at Riyadh was "an unbelievable and highly classified PsyOps program
utilising 'silent sound' techniques".
The opportunity to use this method occurred when Saddam Hussein's military
command-and-control system was destroyed. The Iraqi troops were then forced to
use commercial FM radio stations to carry encoded commands, which were
broadcast on the 100 MHz frequency. The US PsyOps team set up its own
portable FM transmitter, utilising the same frequency, in the deserted city of Al
Khafji. This US transmitter overpowered the local Iraqi station. Along with patriotic
and religious music, PsyOps transmitted "vague, confusing
and contradictory military orders and information".

#

Bible and CIA

NanoBusiness
Alliance

Keith
Harary

HAARP
The patents described below were the package of ideas which
were originally controlled by ARCO Power Technologies
Incorporated (APTI), a subsidiary of Atlantic Richfield Company,
one of the biggest oil companies in the world. APTI was the
contractor that built the HAARP facility. ARCO sold this
subsidiary, the patents and the second phase construction
contract to E-Systems in June 1994.
"Thus, this invention provides the ability to put unprecedented
amounts of power in the Earth's atmosphere at strategic
locations and to maintain the power injection level particularly if
random pulsing is employed, in a manner far more precise and
better controlled than heretofore accomplished by the prior art,
particularly by detonation of nuclear devices of various yields at
various altitudes... "
"...it is possible not only to interfere with third party
communications but to take advantage of one or more such
beams to carry out a communications network even though the
rest of the world's communications are disrupted. Put another
way, what is used to disrupt another's communications can be
employed by one knowledgeable of this invention as a
communication network at the same time." "... large regions of
the atmosphere could be lifted to an unexpectedly high altitude
so that missiles encounter unexpected and unplanned drag
forces with resultant destruction." "Weather modification is
possible by, for example, altering upper atmosphere wind
patterns by constructing one or more plumes of atmospheric
particles which will act as a lens or focusing device. ... molecular
modifications of the atmosphere can take place so that positive
environmental effects can be achieved. Besides actually
changing the molecular composition of an atmospheric region, a
particular molecule or molecules can be chosen for increased
presence. For example, ozone, nitrogen, etc., concentrations in
the atmosphere could be artificially increased."

# Placebo Research Program
http://www.placebo.ucla.edu/
We were surprised by these findings. No one has
looked at brain function in patients taking placebo,
because it is thought to be "no treatment." We
expected that placebo would have no effect on brain
activity, whether or not the patients improved. In
retrospect, the finding that when patients improve their
brain function changes, regardless of the treatment
used, should not have been so surprising. The condition
of the patient can be improved through many
different types of interventions and, whenever this
happens, the brain may reflect this improved condition.
What is most surprising about our results is that the
changes in brain function that were seen during
medication-related improvement were the opposite of
the changes that were seen during placebo-related
improvement. To our knowledge, this is the first time
that treatments that appear to yield the same clinical
result are associated with distinct, different changes in
brain function.

# Project Pandora
America's first research
program into the possible
offensive, anti-personnel
use
of
non-ionizing
microwave radiation.

President

Board member

Military Remote Viewer

# Cognitive Sciences Laboratory
For over 20 years, the Cognitive Sciences
Laboratory has been the center for governmentsponsored parapsychology research in support of
its intelligence program most recently known as
STARGATE. (source:
www.heart7.net/mcf/hambone/places.html)

UCLA
Quantitative
EEG (QEEG)
Laboratory

Astron
Inc

Joni
Dourif

Major
David
Morehouse
Military
Remote
Viewer
member of SUN STREAK
as a remote viewer for
twenty-five months circa
1988 to 1990

Remote
Viewer

Geller also claims to
have briefed Isreali
intelligence on the
SRI studies.

http://www.transtime.com/
TRANS TIME is a pioneering cryonics service
provider, based in San Leandro, California.TRANS
TIME, INC. was incorporated under California law in
1972 by some of the most active members of the
Bay Area Cryonics Society, Inc. (which later became
the American Cryonics Society), to establish a
company that could offer cryonic suspension as a
service to themselves and others. We conducted our
first cryonic suspension in 1974, and have been
suspending and maintaining patients for 23 years.

transtime

George
W.
Church,
Jr.

Pat Price : Former
security guard at
Lockheed's
Skunk
Works.
Widely
considered to be the
best of the remote
viewers. He died in
1975.

National
Institute of
Discovery
Science

Uri
Geller

Ira
Einhorn

Hal
Puthoff

SRI Remote Viewing Program: Led by Hal Puthoff
and Russell Targ. Originally funded by Science
Unlimited Research Foundation, San Antonio, TX in
April 1972. (source:
www.heart7.net/mcf/hambone/places.

left SAIC on 11/28/95

Science Application
International
Corporation (SAIC)

SRI has a history of mind-control research. "Under
contract to the Army, SRI chemists studied
psychoactive components like LSD for
their potential as chemical-warfare agents".

Ed
Dames

top ten women in USA in science sward. delegate
to the United Nations in 1979, and 1989 and a
research consultant to NASA (1983-1985), a staff
researcher at Stanford Research Institute, SRI
International (1974-1977) and held a Stanford
University Grant, 1997-1999.

Parapsychology
Research Group
Inc.

Paul
Devereux

Dragon
Project
Trust (DPT)

Yale
University

Bay Research
Institute

deration of
Fe

???
Heffter
Research
Institute

Paraview
Inc.

C.B.
Scott
Jones

President

http://www.psitech.net
"PSI-TECH has received several government
contracts. For example, during the Gulf War crisis
the Department for Defense asked it to use remote
viewing to locate Saddam's Scud missiles sites. Last
year (1992) the FBI sought PSI-TECH's assistance to
locate a kidnapped Exxon executive." "In late
1991, during the Gulf War, PSI TECH provided
intelligence on Saddam Hussein to the National
Security Council, and located Iraq's hidden
biological warfare stockpiles for the United
Nations.". PSI TECH has done work for the Human
Potential
Foundation,
predicting
future
environmental disasters. (source:
www.heart7.net/mcf/hambone/places.html)

lien informel

# Kaman Tempo

Center For
Applied
Anomalous
Phenomena

American
Society for
Psychical
Research
(ASPR)

Boundary
Institute
director of the Consciousness
Research Division

Earthtech
International

President

http://www.earthtech.org/
EarthTech International is a
privately
funded
research
organization dedicated to the
exploration of new frontiers in
physics. Our activities are primarily
centered around investigations into
various aspects of the Zero-Point
Field.

research on "neuro-impacts" of various EMFs and
ELFs. Something about wave-propagation and
influences on submariners if somebody 'beeped'
them with mind-influencing EMF signals, etc. By
controlling the nature of the magnetic fields,
causing them to simulate brain patterns, Persinger
is able to stimulate strong emotions and
hallucinations, including the illusion of touch and
movement.

Dean
Radin

was engaged in R&D on advanced
telecommunications systems at
AT&T's Bell Laboratories and later
at GTE Laboratories. He is
presently involved in psi research
programs at a major university
medical school, a Silicon Valley
think tank named Boundary Institute,
and the Institute of Noetic Sciences,
where he is Senior Scientist.
www.psiresearch.org

Boundary
Institute

the UFO Briefing Document, 1996

InstituTe of Noetic Sciences
Founded by Edgar Mitchell in 1973.
Former president: Willis Harman.
Former research director: Brendan O'Regan.
Provided much of the early funding for the SRI
studies. (source:
www.heart7.net/mcf/hambone/places.html)

(Center for the Study of Extraterrestrial Intelligence (CSETI)

Doctor Sturrock, Professor Emeritus of physics at
Stanford University, based his book on a report that
was released to the press in 1998 and was published
in 1999. The report entitled, "Physical Evidence Related
to UFO Reports," was originally published as the
proceeding of a workshop held with the support of
Laurance Rockefeller between September 29 and
October 4, 1997. It was developed by Dr Sturrock and a
committee of distinguished scientists. Dr Sturrock was
Professor of Space Science and Physics and Deputy
Director for the Centre for Space Sciences and
Astrophysics at Stanford.

http://www.acemake.com
The Dragon Project, latterly the Dragon Project
Trust (DPT), was founded in 1977 in order to
mount an interdisciplinary investigation into the
rumour (existing in both folklore and modern
anecdote) that certain prehistoric sites had unusual
forces or energies associated with them. The DPT,
a loose and shifting consortium of volunteers from
various disciplines, conducted many years of
physical monitoring at sites in the UK, and other
countries. In the end, it was concluded that most
stories about "energies" were likely to have no
foundation in fact, and in a few cases might be
due to mind states and psychological effects
produced by certain locations. But hard evidence
of magnetic and radiation anomalies was found at
some sites, and some questionable evidence of
infrared and ultrasonic effects also. In addition, it
was found that the kind of locations favoured by
megalith builders tended to have a higher than
average incidence of unsual lightball phenomena
or "earth lights".

Institute of
Noetic
Sciences

International UFO
Congress

FRANCE /BELGIUM: All Dates.
French and Belgian sightings are particularly well
reported and documented. France is second only to the
United States for the raw number of sightings. The
greatest wave in UFO history took place in France in
1954, with 474 *U* records for that year alone. Most
of these took place in October, with a subsequent spillover into adjacent countries. Other busy years were
1974 ( 226 ) and 1990 (151 ). Unlike Britain which had
26 "Airship" sightings in 1909, France had none at all.
French sightings tend to occur on Mondays, and during
the month of October.
UFOs are mostly seen in
farming areas, rural and small town environs. Urban
sightings
are
relatively
rare.
http://www.larryhatch.net/EURALL.html

Apollo 11 - One account of how astronauts were muzzled came
from ex NASA space program member Otto Binder, who accused
his former employer of censoring transmissions from Apollo 11 and
other missions by switching to frequencies unknown to the public.
He claimed that unnamed ham radio enthusiasts monitored the
Apollo 11 transmissions after the astronauts landed in the Sea of
Tranquility and overheard one of them exclaim, "These babies are
huge, sir....enormous...Oh, God, you wouldn't believe it! I'm telling
you there are other spacecraft out there.....lined up on the far side
of the craters edge...they're on the moon watching us..."
Apollo 12 - The most starling evidence that the moon was perhaps
hollow, came on November 20 1969, when the Apollo 12 crew, after
returning to their command ship, sent the lunar module ascent
stage crashing down back on to the moon. This created an artificial
earthquake. The crash site was 40 miles from where the astronauts
had left their seismic devices. The ultra sensitive equipment
recorded the moon ringing like a bell for more almost forty minutes.
The vibration took almost eight minutes to reach a peak and then
diminished in intensity.
Apollo 13 - This ringing was repeated when the Apollo 13's third
stage fell to the lunar surface, striking with the equivalent of eleven
tons of TNT. According to NASA, this time the moon reacted like a
gong. Although seismic equipment was 108 miles from the crash
site, recordings showed reverberations lasted for three hours and
twenty minutes and traveled to a depth of twenty-two to twenty-five
miles. Subsequent studies of man-made crashes yielded similar
results. After one impact the moon reverberated for four hours.

The Disclosure Project
Steven M. Greer MD
Director, The Disclosure Project
www.disclosureproject.org
have created a new company, Space Energy
Access Systems (www.SEASPower.com) to
identify, create, test and prove the existence
of new energy and propulsion systems to
replace fossil fuels in the coming years.

The Extraterrestrial
Anti-Defamation
Organization

Alien
Resistance
Movement

www.ergonomica.com/amoon/ETADO.html

Consultant in International Relations

Kaman
Sciences

Society of
Scientific
Exploration
(SSE)

Ghost
Research
Society

Human
Software
Inc.

John
C.
Lilly

Psyco
technologies
Corp.

ISCNI
Institute for the
Study of
Contact
with
Non-human
Intelligence

PSI
(Problems-Solutionsinnovations)
Freiburg
Anomalous
Mind/Machine
Interaction
(FAMMI)

http://www.crviewer.com

Found

# PEER (Program for Exceptional Experience Research)
foundator

Mankind
Research
Foundation
Inc

World
Transhumanist
Association

financial support

Worked with the
INSCOM/DIA remote
viewing program at
Fort Meade. Founded
PSI-TECH in 1989.

John
Mack
Cleve
Backster

Yale Interdisciplinary
Bioethics
Program's Working
Group on
Artificial Intelligence,
Nanotechnology and
Transhumanism.

Extropy
Institute

the Galactic Federation grew and became a very large
and powerful federation of worlds devoted to universal
peace and prosperity. Now there are millions of members
from across our galaxy.

International
Foundation
for Advanced
Study,

Robert
Bigelow

www.saic.com/
SAIC was involved in the Remote Viewing/psychic spying
studies for the CIA and DIA, along with SRI International.
The research aspect of the Remote Viewing program
were transferred from SRI to SAIC in 1991. (source:
www.heart7.net/mcf/hambone/places.html)
The SRI/SAIC psi experiments were supervised at
Langley by John McMahon, second in command under
William Casey, succeeding Bobby Ray Inman, the SAIC
director. (Source: Alex Constantine, "Psychic" Spying at
the Stanford Research Institute Or CIA Mind Control?)

Michael
Persinger

Jacques
Vallee

Elizabeth
Rauscher

Edwin
May

Leutcher
Associates Inc

Was arrested 3/28/79 for murdering his
girlfriend, Holly Maddux, who was found stuffed in
a trunk on Einhorn's porch. He suggests that his
murder charge could have been a set-up by the
CIA or KGB for his interest in activities by America
and Russia in the areas of psychic warfare, Tesla
technology, and mind control.

www.espresearch.com

Bigelow
Foundation

left in 1985

head of the program since 1985

Dignitas

http://www.esalen.org/

President
working with Lockheed Martin Missiles &
Space Co. In April, 1996, he co-chaired
a session on "Advanced Sensor
Technologies" at the Aerospace/Defense
Sensing and Controls conference.

In
April,
1997,
Bigelow donated $3.7
million dollars to the
University of Nevada
to found the Bigelow
Chair of Consciousness
Studies

1985

Cryobank

Human
Potential
Foundation

U.S.
Psychotronics
Association

CTEC
Inc.

Life Extension
Foundation

Esalen Institute

Russell
Targ

# Remote Viewing Program

Stanford
university

Founder and president: C.B. Scott Jones Board
members include Clark Sandground and Claiborne
Pell. Received original funding from Laurance
Rockefeller. Passes funds from Rockefeller to UFO
abduction researcher John Mack. Worked with Dr.
Igor Smirnov. (source:
www.heart7.net/mcf/hambone/places.html)

Worked with the
INSCOM/DIMcMonea
gle worked as a
consultant to SRI and
SAIC.

Psi Tech,
Inc

television and film
production company &
literary agency

"The Life Extension Foundation is dedicated to the
pursuit of a longer, healthier lifespan. We provide
our members with information about the latest life
extension research, products and therapies. And we
offer some of the most advanced life extension
products in the world at discount prices." been
suspending and maintaining patients for 23 years.

Dignitas, an organization that helps people who
suffer from fatal illnesses commit suicide, is rather
active in Zurich, Switzerland. Dignitas rents an
apartment in the center of the city, where clients
come to take a lethal doze of barbiturates and die
listening to their favorite
music.

President
Remote
Viewer

clonage de dolly

The Institute was founded in 1964 by Mike Murphy and Dick Price out of
Murphy's family resort. Murphy and Price had been running seminars at the
resort beginning in 1962, with speakers gathered through an expanding
network of contacts, beginning with Alan Watts, Aldous Huxley, George
Bateson, Gerald Heard, and others. In the late 1970's, Esalen became
involved with an Englishwoman named Jenny O'Connor, who claimed to be in
psychic contact with the Nine (probably the same Nine that Andriah Puharich
claimed to be in contact with). Dick Price and other members of the Esalen
staff became increasingly dependent on the Nine, to the point of listing them
as program leaders and members of the Esalen Gesalt Staff in brochures.
Esalen also held seminars in quantum physics, and was the birthplace of the
Physics/Consciousness Research Group.

Gregory
Bateson

InsGroup

PCRG was co-founded by Jack Sarfatti and
Michael Murphy at the Esalen Institute in Big Sur,
California in 1974. Financed by Werner Erhard,
Jean Lanier and the late George Koopman, the
PCRG nurtured the creation of books like SpaceTime and Beyond, The Tao of Physics, The Dancing
Wu Li Masters, Cosmic Trigger, and The Roots of
Consciousness. The group included the physicists
and authors, Fred Alan Wolf, Nick Herbert and
Fritjof Capra, along with Saul Paul Sirag, Henry
Dakin, Robert Anton Wilson, Uri Geller, Barbara
Honneger, the late Brendan O Regan, George
Leonard, Gary Zukav, Ira Einhorn, and artist Lynn
Hershmann.

MOSSAD

Board of Advisors

Lateral Thinking.com

lateral
thinking

Board of Directors

remote viewing

Communications
Research
Institute

founded in the 1958 to study dolphins. partially
funded by the Air Force, NASA, NIHM, the
National Science Foundation, and the Navy.

PEAR
(Princeton
Engineering `
Anomalies
Research)

Laurance
Rockefeller

He funds the Starlight
Coalition, which claims
membership of several
former government and
military personnel who
want to end government
secrecy on UFOs.

Giessen
Anomalies
Research
Program
(Ge)

http://www.icrl.org/
the International Consciousness
Research Laboratories, Inc., a
nonprofit
interdisciplinary
research
consortium
of
investigators dedicated to
exploring
the
role
of
Consciousness
in
the
establishment of physical reality.

International `
Institute
of Biophysics
(Berlin, GE)

(GARP)

International
Consciousness
Research
Laboratories
(ICRL)

# The Global Consciousness Project (GCP)

Harvard
university

President

Lt. Col.
Thomas E.
Bearden

Pat
Price

Ingo
Swann

Remote Viewing
Instructional
Services
Inc.

Stanford
Research
Institute

# RetroPsychoKinesis Project

served on the Board of Directors

Uri Geller
Business
Consultancy

Church of
Scientology

site Ingo Swann
http://www.biomindsuperpowers.com/

Na

Monroe
Industries

Charlene
Cavanaugh

1983-1988

James
Monroe

president and CEO

CTEC, Inc.
private R&D corporation engaged in
research on free energy devices and the
mechanisms for interaction of EM fields
and radiation with biological systems.

"Paul served for seven years in the
government's
remote
viewing
program at Ft. Meade, MD (from
September 1983 to August 1990).
During 1984, he became one of only
a handful of government personnel to
be personally trained as coordinate
remote viewers by Ingo Swann at
SRI-International. Paul was the chief
coordinate remote viewing (CRV)
theory instructor for the government
program, and was primary author of
the government CRV manual. He
performed hundreds of operational
remote viewing sessions as a
government Rver.

MKULTRA
The report on MKULTRA subproject 94 issued in
October 1960 read : “Initial biological work on
techniques and brain locations essential to providing
conditioning and control of animals has been
completed...The feasibility of remote control of
activities in several species of animals has been
demonstrated. The present investigations are directed
toward improvement of techniques”
(archives déclassifiées de la CIA en ligne sur
http://www.intellnet.org/mkultra/)

Joe
Mc
Moneagle

Center Lane was the codename for the operational
unit of the remote-viewing program, redesignated
from Grill Flame in late 1983.
(redesignated from Sun Streak)

Board member

placebo

# Grill Flame

Institut Roslin
pharming
genetically modified rabbit
developping aphaglucosidase

ufo

James
Monroe
personally supervised
the work of Dr. Ewen
Cameron,
whose
psychic driving and
coma
"therapy"
techniques
were
among the worst of
MK-ULTRA's legacy.

# Center Lane

Headquarters of the National Security Agency,
and houses facilities for FEMA. Home to the first
remote-viewing operational units, called DT-S,
codenamed: Grill Flame (1978-83), Center Lane
(1983-6), and possibly Sun Streak. (source:
www.heart7.net/mcf/hambone/places.html)

Monroe Institute
Had
classified
contracts with the U.S.
Army Intelligence &
Security
Command
(INSCOM)

Astron, Inc.
Private aerospace R&D corporation in the
greater Washington D.C. area, noted for
its specialized RF antennas

Paul
Smith

International
Remote
Viewing
Association.

management
# Fort Meade

genetically modified
animaldevelopping
alpha 1-antitrypsin

farm

Andrijah
Puharich

Delphi
Associates

Jupiter
Technologies

# Project MKULTRA
Army Intelligence
and Security
Command
(INSCOM)

Jack
Sarfatti

Lockheed

Hemi-Sync ®

The Monroe
Institute

PPL Therapeutics

rlds (GF)

Brown founded the Farsight
Institute in 1995. The Institute
teaches a Scientific Remote
Viewing
course
called
"Farsight Voyager",which costs
around $3,000.00.

www.rviewer.com

cy

founder

Delphi Associates was a
consultancy which sought to
apply psi to finding oil, gas, etc.

# Project SCANATE

#

Farsight
Institute
of Scientific
Remote
Viewing

Se c u rit y a
ge
nal
n
tio

DECODE GENETICS
genetic database of island population

pharmaceutical

# Physics/Consciousness Research Group

Raytheon
Hughes

John
B
Alexander

US delegate to NATO,
advanced group
aerospace R & D

Israel is widely recognized one of the
leading powers in nanotechnological
research, with one team, led by Reshef
Tenne of Weizmann Institute of Science in
Rehovot, recently being nominated for the
World Technology Award alongside
teams from IBM, Harvard and MIT.
(Israel21c via Israel High-Tech Investor
Magazine 2002, 10/28/02)

Wo

CI A

patented auditory guidance
system developed by The
Monroe
Institute
to
engender states of focused
consciousness

Courtney
Brown

As a child in 1952, Sarfatti claims to have
received phone calls from the mechanical voice of
a conscious computer aboard a spaceship,
recruiting him along with 400 others for some
special project. These calls have simularities to the
mechanical voice which talked to
Andrijah Puharich via his tape recorder.

Institute for
Advanced
Psychology
San
Francisco)

Remote
Viewer

False
Memory
Syndrome
Foundation

Charles River

Neutron Holography. Neutron
holography with atomic-scale
resolution has been performed,
for the first time, with an "insidedetector" approach. Holography
generally includes a source of
illuminating waves, an object to
be imaged, and a detector or
film in which waves direct from
the source interfere with waves
scattered from parts of the
object. The interference pattern,
stored in the detector medium, is
later read out (and a 3D image
of the object viewed) by
sending waves into the detector.
(AIPS 10/15/02)

NanoTech

John Lilly's
Communication
Research
Institute

Raytheon E-Systems Inc

International
Association for`
Near Death
Studies

he False Memory Syndrome Foundation's
advisory board, a tightly-drawn coterie of
psychiatrists, many with backgrounds in CIA
mind control experimentation in its myriad
forms. The Foundation is dedicated to
denying
the existence of cult mind control and child
abuse. It's primary pursuit is the castigation
of survivors and therapists for fabricating
accusations of ritual abuse. Thee False
Memory Syndrome Foundation try to
discredit people who remember being
tortured and programmed by the CIA and
its
cronies.
(source:http://heart7.net/mcf/archvhm.htm#im)

9-11
drives
advances
in
nanotechnology. Demand increases
for devices that monitor water, air.
The events of Sept. 11 have focused
awareness, increased funding and
accelerated the commercialization of
micro- and nanotechnology devices
that can sense minute traces of
chemical, biological and nuclear
agents in the air or water, according
to business leaders and researchers.
Homeland security will not be viable
unless without microsystems. (Detroit
news 9/27/02)

NAT O

Martin
T. Orne

genetically modified mouse
developing Alzheimer

Israel

Foresight
Institute

work for the CIA

Human
Ecology
Fund

minnesota university

KnowmTech
LLC

CALIFORNIA CRYOBANK
Sperm Bank Locations: Los Angeles, CA, 1019
Gayley Avenue , Los Angeles, CA 90024

# top secret project HAARP

CIA

artificial adn

Automated Fingerprint
Identification System (AFIS)

http://www.c3i.osd.mil/biometrics/

Nanocs
International
Inc.

genetically modified animal
developping antithrombin III

HAARP
By this kind of manipulation of the ionosphere it is possible to
bounce the electromagnetic waves back from the ionosphere to
whichever region on the planet. The building of the system
started the E-Systems corporation which in 1992 made 2,1
billion dollars in sales out of which 1,8 billion were for classified
projects. The whole project is financed by the American Navy
and Air Force. The main patent of Bernard J. Eastlund (number
4,686,605) proposes the use of the system among others for
destruction of navigation systems of airplanes and missiles
wherever in the atmosphere, interference with all communication
systems wherever on the planet (remember the CNN programme
on Russian electromagnetic weapons), the global weather control
and creation or repair of the ozone holes.

http://www.etno.be/

FBI's Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS/FBI)

Princeton
university

http://noosphere.princeton.edu/
The Global Consciousness Project (GCP) was launched in 1998 by Roger Nelson
(Princeton) in order to look at how human consciousness can influence the physical world.
Nelson started his presentation by reviewing two decades of experiments from the
Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research Lab (PEAR) which show repeatedly that
random event generators (REG's) can be intentionally influenced to bring about a less
random sequence of data - in other words, human intentionality can reduce natural
entropy and create greater coherence within a random series of events.

mind/machine interaction

FUFOR
(Fund for
UFO
Research)

CUFOS
(Center for
UFO
Studies)

psy-war
bio-war

MUFON
(Mutual
UFO
Network)

transhumanism

# departement of the air force

CIA's Office of Research
and Development
(ORD)

artificial chromosom

Biometric Management Office (BMO)

The basis of KnowmTech's efforts is
a concept referred to as a "Knowm"
[pronounced "gnome"], with which it
should be able to build and
reconfigure very high complexity
artificial neural networks...

embryonics is a cellular automat (CA)based approach in which three
biologically inspired principles are
employed: multicellular organization,
cellular differentiation, and cellular
division.The embryonics team developed
an artificial cell, dubbed biodule
(biological module), that is used as an
elementary unit from
which multicellular organisms can
ontogenetically develop to perform useful
tasks. Such self-replicating machines are
multicellular artificial organisms, in the
sense that each of
the several cells comprising the organism
contains one copy of the complete
genome. In this respect, most other selfreplicating
automata described herein can be
considered unicellular organisms: there is a
single genome describing (and contained
within) the
entire
machine(source:
http://www.cs.bgu.ac.il/~sipper/selfrep/
#freitas)

Sorcery and CIA

#

Dod

In August 2002, the Centre for Drug Research
(CEDRO) of the University of Amsterdam
completed its most recent study of drug use in the
Netherlands. Drugs included in the study were
alcohol, tobacco, sedatives, hypnotics, cannabis,
cocaine, amphetamine, ecstasy, hallucinogens
(including LSD), psychotropic mushrooms, opiates
(including heroin), inhalants (such as glue and tri),
smartdrugs, and
performance enhancing
substances (such as anabolic steroids).
www.cedro-uva.org/
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WITCHCRAFT, SORCERY, MAGIC AND OTHER PSYCHOLOGICAL PHENOMENA
AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS ON MILITARY AND PARAMILITARY OPERATIONS IN THE
CONGO
This report has been prepared in response to a query posed by ODCS/OPS,
Department of the Army, regarding the purported use of witchcraft, sorcery, and
magic by insurgent elements in the Republic of the Congo (Leopoldville). Magical
practices are said to be effective in conditioning dissident elements and their
followers to do battle with Government troops. Rebel tribesmen are said to have
been persuaded that they can be made magically impervious to Congolese army
firepower. Their fear of the government has thus been diminished and, conversely,
fear of the rebels has grown within army ranks. (…) Nor does the current
situation in the Congo represent anything new in the history of insurgency insofar
as the use of magical practices is concerned. history is replete with instances
wherein uprisings have been reinforced by magic spells. the T'ai P'ing rebellion in
China was led by a man who represented himself as the younger brother of Jesus
Christ. The Boxer cultists believed that they could cause cannon to fall apart at
great distances by psycho-kinetic means. those who took the Mau Mau oaths in
Kenya were taught that oath violation would be instantly lethal. African history
contains numerous other examples or similar phenomena (the "Maji-Maji" rebellion
in Tanganyika, the Makomobe uprising in Portuguese East Africa, etc.). Current
problems in the Congo as well as the Lumpa uprising in Northern Rhodesia today
exemplify the same superstitious manifestations.
Any study of historical examples of uprisings supported by superstitious practices,
however, will reveal that vigorous military counter-measures of a conventional
nature have produced optimum results in suppressing the insurgency. If there are
substantial political or economic motives behind the uprisings, these naturally must
be taken into account. The reference here is to military tactics and their effects
against magic.(http://www.parascope.com/)

This CIA study, "A Bible Lesson on Spying," appeared in the Winter 1978 issue of
the agency's classified spy journal, Studies in Intelligence. The study reviews the
ethical and strategic lessons of spy missions ordered by Moses and Joshua to
scope out the "Promised Land."
http://www.parascope.com/ds/articles/ciaBibleStudy.htm
In fact, the CIA has infiltrated and utilized religious groups in operations in dozens
of countries. Religious sentiments, Christian and otherwise, have been manipulated
in many a CIA propaganda operation. Documented examples of such operations
abound. To name just a few: In the early 1960s, the agency secretly rallied
Catholic leaders in Latin America against Cuba's revolutionary government and
used the fish, an ancient sign of Christian resistance, as the symbol for anti-Castro
rebellion.
During the Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon administrations the CIA funneled political
action funds through church authorities in Chile, as part of efforts to oppose leftist
leader Salvador Allende. To keep tabs on dissident movements and social activists
in Bolivia, the CIA gathered intelligence from Protestant missionaries working
among the poor there. In the early 1980s, the Nicaraguan contras, a CIA-backed
rebel group, dropped leaflets bearing the images of Jesus Christ and the Pope
along with messages exhorting the reader to choose between the church and
communism.
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Digital Angel
http://www.digitalangel.net
microscopic
emmitter-receiver
("miniaturized computer chip") which
can be implanted in human beings.
Potential applications: furnishes an
infallible means of identification and
localization of individuals, in the new
domain of the Internet network and in
any transaction involving high-security
electronic commerce.
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# High-Tech Psychological Warfare

#

Psywar Terror Tactics

ear is a weapon just as surely as is a rifle or a tank; if you frighten your enemy
enough, you may defeat him without having to fight. Such is the logic behind
psychological warfare -- a combat weapon that targets the mind. In full-fledged
wars and quiet covert operations around the world, U.S. military and intelligence
specialists have long practiced the art of intimidation through propaganda. Some
of the most productive (and some of the most fanciful) psywar operations have
sought to exploit ideas about the supernatural.
Many early U.S. psywar operations were conceived by a famous clandestine
commander, Air Force Brigadier General Edward G. Lansdale (1909-1987). A
firm believer in the efficacy of "psychological operations" (or PSYOP, for short -the military's term for propaganda), Lansdale was a pioneering psywarrior.
Lansdale believed that the key asset of the psychological combatant is a thorough
understanding of the target audience's beliefs and values. The mores and myths
that shape a society's culture, he argued, must be exploited if a psywar campaign
is to be effective. Lansdale applied his strategy ruthlessly in the Philippines, where
he served as the CIA's chief operative during the early 1950s counterinsurgency
campaign against the country's Huk rebels.
Lansdale made extensive provisions for anti-Castro propaganda in his Mongoose
plans; his top secret planning documents, now declassified, detail the use of "all
media" in the campaign. Many of Lansdale's propaganda initiatives relied on the
tried-and-true techniques of clandestine radio warfare, but some of his more
grandiose psywar schemes approached the surreal. For instance, he proposed a
campaign to convince Cubans that Fidel Castro was in fact the anti-Christ, and to
then spark a revolt by staging Jesus' return from the heavens. Lansdale's plan,
which his colleagues dubbed "elimination by illumination," was to simulate the holy
event by firing phosphorous shells into the sky above Havana. Though the antiCastro/anti-Christ plan never came to fruition, the fact that it was considered at
all by a U.S. military official is another indication of the important role
supernatural themes can take in covert operations. Another foreign hotspot that
caught the attention of U.S. national security planners during the 1960s was the
Republic of the Congo. The CIA and Defense Department deemed the country a
test case for modern counterinsurgency methods, and financed numerous studies of
Congolese society to probe the psychological strengths and weaknesses of the
rebels. In October 1983, the U.S. military also invoked Christian themes in
propaganda products disseminated during the invasion of Grenada. A PSYOP
leaflet portrayed the Marxist leaders of Grenada's Provisional Revolutionary
Army (PRA) as the "Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse" - characters described in a
chilling piece of prophecy from the book of Revelation.(Jon Elliston, Psywar Terror
Tactics, http://www.parascope.com)
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research of inserting nanodevices
in astronauts to monitor cells for
radiation damage.

embryonics

low frequency square wave modulation of a
radiofrequency field LIDA
developed by L. Rabichev; designed for
"the treatment of neuropsychic and somatic disorders,
such as neuroses, psychoses, insomnia, hypertension,
stammering, bronchia asthma, and asthenic and reactive
disturbances". The North Koreans used it as a brain
washing device during the Korean War (source :
http://www.raven1.net/uncom.htm#IMPLA)
generator "Radioson" (Radiosleep)
On January 31, 1974 this generator was registrated
by the Government Comittee of the USSR on the
Matters of Inventions and Discoveries under the
description "Method of Inducing the Artificial Sleep by
Means of Radiowaves". In 1973, in the military unit
71592, in the city of Novosibirsk, the first installation
of "Radioson " was created and preliminary
approbation was carried out. With the generator
Radioson a city of an area of 100 square kilometers
could be put to sleep.
( s o u r c e
:
http://www.geocities.com/CapeCanaveral/Campus/2
289/webpage.htm)

# Chemical Warfare Laboratories, Edgewood

#

ABSTRACT: A method of determining the
extent of the emotional response of a test
subject to stimului having a time-varying
visual content, for
example, an advertising presentation. The
test subject is positioned to observe the
presentation for a given duration, and a
path of
communication is established between the
subject
and
a
brain
wave
detector/analyzer.

Hearing system (Wayne B. Brunkan, issued on October
31, 1989)
Sound is induced in the head of a person by radiating
the head with microwaves in the range of 100 MHz to
10.000 MHz that are modulated with particular
w
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"
http://164.195.100.11/netahtml/srchnum.htm (choose
the search by patent number and search for the
number 4877027) This patent was bought by the IBM
http://www.delphion.com/cgi-bin/patsearch (and
search for the number 4877027). (source :
http://www.geocities.com/CapeCanaveral/Campus/2
289/webpage.htm)

Between 1955 and 1975, the U.S. Army used 7,000 enlisted soldiers as human
guinea pigs for experiments involving a wide array of biological and chemical
warfare agents. These tests were conducted jointly by the U.S. Army Intelligence
Board and the Chemical Warfare Laboratories at Edgewood Arsenal's research
facility in Maryland. Approximately 3,500 of these soldiers were given doses of
powerful mind-altering psychochemicals, including LSD, PCP, and BZ. These
"volunteer" test subjects were not told which drugs they were given, and were not
fully informed of the extreme physical and psychological effects these drugs would
have on them.
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STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN KAMP, ASSISTANT TO THE DEPUTY
CHIEF, MASS MEDIA BUREAU, FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION, ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLES KELLEY, ENFORCEMENT
DIVISION, MASS MEDIA BUREAU
The FCC first became concerned with subliminal projection techniques
in 1956 after it learned about a New Jersey movie theater which
flashed the words "Drink Coca-Cola" and "Hungry? Eat popcorn"
every 5 seconds at the subliminal level of one three-thousandths of a
second during the film.
Although an increase in sales was reported, the theater refused to
release any of the details of the experiment. The first broadcast
case came in 1957 when television Station WTWO tested the
technique by monitoring the reaction of viewers to flashes that stated
"If you have seen this message, write WTWO."
WTWO reported no increase in incoming mail. In 1958, researchers
conducted an experiment on Television Station WTTV where viewers
were subliminally told to "Watch Frank Edwards," a news analyst
featured on the station. The researchers reported that the message
had no statistically significant effect. (De Fleur and Petranoff 23
Public Opinion Quarterly 168 (1959).)
In 1957, early in this period of experimentation, the FCC published
a public notice expressing its concern and asserting its jurisdiction in
this area. At that time the Commission noted that subliminal messages
only had been used by broadcasters for experimental purposes and
that the broadcast industry trade association had announced its
intention to review and consider any subliminal advertising
proposals.
The 1957 notice clearly stated that the FCC considered the use of
subliminal messages to the inappropriate by broadcasters. No
further immediate action was judged necessary because licensees
appeared to be behaving responsibly. In 1958, the National
Association of Broadcasters amended its code to bar the use of
these messages. Broadcasters interest in subliminal messages
appeared to wane in the face of FCC policy statements, industry
prohibitions and the lack of persuasive test results.
In 1973, the issue arose briefly when the FCC received complaints
that television stations had broadcast an ad which contained a
subliminal message to "Get it." An FCC investigation revealed that
the advertising agency which produced the advertisement had
already dispatched telegrams to the stations informing them of the
existence of the subliminal message and authorizing them to delete
it.
Some stations, however, continued to broadcast the advertisement
containing the "Get it" message. The FCC took the occasion to
clarify its position and issued a public notice which stated: "We
believe that use of subliminal perception is inconsistent with the
obligations of a licensee * * * Broadcasts employing such techniques
are contrary to the public interest. Whether effective of not, such
broadcasts clearly are intended to be deceptive." (Broadcast of
Information by Means of "Subliminal Perception" Techniques at 44
F.C.C. 2d 1016 (1974).)
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# Subliminal acoustic
manipulation of nervous systems

Studied the effects of LSD
and mescaline from
1961 to 1965.

Moscow Academy of Medicine/Igor Smirnov
device which was capable to subliminally implant
thoughts in peoples minds and in this way control their
actions; the Soviet Army‘s special Forces used the
technology during the conflict in Afghanistan.

top-secret project Bonfire (1989)
"In Kiev (and this is serious) the mass production ... of psychotronic biogenerators
was launched. I can not assert that during the coup d‘etat exactly the Kiev
generators were used... All the same the fact that they were used is evident to
me. What are the psychotronic generators? It is an electronic equipment producing
the effect of guided control in human organism. It affects especially the left and
right hemisphere of the cortex. This is also the technology of the U.S. project
Zombie 5. Similar work is done in the Soviet Union (especially in Kiev in the
Institute for the Research of Materials. The laboratory of one of its sections is
located in the living quarters of the city. There are located biogenerators
produced by the Octava factory. I am drawing on my personal experience and I
can tell that I am myself the author of the model of such a generator. I completed
my work in August 1990... Why the system failed in the days of the putsch? The
putschists, having no experience, did not know, that to get the desired reaction the
brainwashed soldiers must not be allowed to mingle with the crowd in the streets”
(Victor Sedletski, vice president of the League of Independent Scientists of the
USSR, director of the Institute for the Research of Materials,"The Authors of the
project Zombie Discovered in Kiev", 1991 August 27, Komsomolskaya Pravda)
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Developing novel bioinspired
computing
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Psychotronic Influence System (PIS)
during the 1970s the Soviet KGB developed a
Psychotronic Influence System (PIS). Used to turn
soldiers into programmable 'human weapons'. The
system employed a combination of highfrequency
radiowaves and hypnosis. The PIS project was begun
in response to a similar training scheme launched in the
US by President Carter, according to Yuri Malin,
former security adviser to USSR President Gorbachev.

# project Bonfire

ABSTRACT: The present invention relates to
a method and to a system for detecting a
first context change between two frames.
When a second context change between a
further two frames occurs within a
predetermined time interval, the frames
accommodated within the two context
changes are defined as a subliminal
message. An alarm is sent to an observer
upon detection of a subliminal message.

the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology's Institute for
Soldier Nanotechnologies,
funded by the U.S. Army
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neurophone (Patrick Flanagan, 1958)
The device converts sound into electrical impulses that propagate along the skin
into
the
brain.
(source
:
http://www.geocities.com/CapeCanaveral/Campus/2289/webpage.htm).
Site de Flanagan company : http://www.flantech.com/
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Neurophone®
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# Silent Subliminal
Presentation System
the Silent Sound Spread Spectrum (SSSS), sometimes called "Squad" or "Squad" was developed by Dr Oliver Lowery of Norcross,
Georgia, and is described in US Patent #5,159,703, "Silent
Subliminal Presentation System", dated October 27, 1992.
ABSTRACT: "A silent communications system in which nonaural
carriers, in the very low or very high audio-frequency range or in
the adjacentultrasonic frequency spectrum are amplitude- or
frequency-modulated with the desired intelligence and propagated
acoustically or vibrationally, for inducement into the brain, typically
through the use of loudspeakers, earphones, or piezoelectric
transducers. The
modulated carriers may be transmitted directly in real time or may
be conveniently recorded and stored on mechanical, magnetic, or
optical media for delayed or repeated transmission to the listener."

SILENT HYPNOSIS, VOICE-FM COMMERCIAL METHOD
Altered States Ltd commercial site clearly
demonstrates the very thin line between "subliminal
learning" using "Voice FM", and "silent hypnosis" as
experienced by involuntary experimentees.The reader
is invited to scan the sample phrases from these socalled "learning tapes". Whether it's "learning" or
"hypnosis" is left for the reader to decide.
Altered States Ltd
Ph: +64-9-815-5095 or +64-9-815-5059
Fax: +64-9-815-5067
Email: altered@ihug.co.nz
http://www.altered-states.co.nz/cgibin/reload.cgi?^/sub/silent.htm
Street address:
6A Western Springs Rd,
Morningside, Auckland,
New Zealand.
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ABSTRACT: A subliminal video instructional device comprises circuitry
for receiving an underlying video signal and presenting this signal to
horizontal and vertical synchronization detection circuits, circuitry for
generating a subliminal video message synchronized to the
underlying video signal, and circuitry for adding the subliminal video
message to the underlying video signal to create a combination
video signal.
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# Apparatus for superimposing
visual subliminal instructional
materials on a video signal
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'Psychological Operations: Planned operations to convey selected information
and indicators to foreign audiences to influence their emotions, motives,
objective reasoning, and ultimately the behavior of foreign governments,
organizations, groups, and individuals. The purpose of psychological
operations is to induce or reinforce foreign attitudes and behavior favorable to
the originator's objectives. Also called PSYOP. See also consolidation
psychological operations; overt peacetime psychological operations programs;
perception management. ' US Department of Defense

